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Okinawan culture is a culture of "Harmony" that is based on consensus. Consensus means "extraction" and use this culture of consensus as a means of building in importance in Japanese culture. While the Japanese would call this Okenawan are "unhappy" Okenawan who go away to grow more than industry is tourism. Although Okenawan know flow other procedures grow more than main land Japan, but there is no place in main land Japan for the US military. There is nowhere else to base US Marines. The DFP suggests a replacement facility in Okinawa. However, if you want money, you have to agree to the relocation plan. The Okinawan government is in opposition to the relocation plan. The US government has already implemented the plan. Under the Roadmap, Japan will provide money for the relocation and US military presence in the region to provide regional security and deterrence capability. The US military is 8000 Marines from Okinawa to Guam in order to reduce the US-Japan economic relationship. We must try to rebase this issue and the two offices get economic relationship. We must try to rebase this issue and two offices get peace and prosperity.
People is beneficial to the US. We've got a very good deal in Japan. An advance US interest. The high host nation support the Japanese Government currently. The Constitution was changed. The United States would not be able to use Japanese land to change the Constitution. I don't think Article Nine of the Japanese Constitution should change. I don't think it will change. I doubt it will change.

Modern warfare is often fought at night. Night training is essential to modern warfare. People oppose to night training by the US Military but it is necessary because we must prepare for possible deployment. The JSDF train without actual deployment for deployment.

The US Military and JSDF have different mentality. The US Military trains to prepare for deployment. The JSDF are just as dangerous as dangerous bases in the world. They know it is not true. Rufoku Airport and Osaka Iwami are can lead protest in front of my office. Although Rufoku Airplane base, Men's Union is the most